
Nursing Anne Classic - Preventative Maintenance Lite Kit 
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(Left and Right)
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Plug

ECG Replacement 
Parts

Remove

1. Peel off torso skin.

2. Unscrew the stomach reservoir and remove it.

Items Included
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Nursing Anne Standard

Nursing Anne StandardReplace
Replace Lungs
1. Unscrew the lungs and remove them from the manikin.

2. Mount the new set of lungs and screw them in place. 

Replace ECG (studs)
1. Remove the front and back ECG replacement parts.

2. Place the new front and back ECG replacement parts. 

Replace Pads and Tracheostomy Plug
1. Remove the pads and tracheostomy plug.

2. Place the new pads and tracheostomy plug. 

Replace Breast Foam, Left and Right
1. Remove the left and right breast foams.

2. Place the new left and right breast foams. 

Replace Torso Skin
1. Peel off the torso skin from the manikin (to use if the first step was not the torso skin).

2. Place the new torso skin on the manikin. 

Replace Left Arm Skin and Veins
1. Carefully cut the left arm skin and peel it off.

2. Remove the veins.

3. Clean the arm (with what?).

4. Place the new veins in the hand and between the fingers.

5. Apply small amounts of super glue where the veins touch the hand.

6. Press and hold the veins in place until the glue sets.

7. Repeat the action on the other side of the arm.

8. Lubricate the inside of the new arm skin with liquid soap.

9. Put the arm skin on the manikin's left arm. 

Note: if needed, apply more liquid soap to make the arm skin slide on more easily.

Before you install this Preventative Maintenance Lite Kit, please go to Nursing Anne Classic Video and watch the video instructions.

https://youtu.be/lqI58x_A03U

